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Cultivated strawberry is one of the important commercial fruits not only in Japan, but around the world. Even
so, analyzing regions responsible for fruit quality traits of cultivated strawberry has been very challenging due
to the alloploidy and octoploidy of genome conformation. In order to solve this problem, we previously
developed a strawberry multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross (MAGIC) population derived from
crosses involving six cultivars. Here, we performed genotyping of the MAGIC population with simple sequence
repeat (SSR) markers, which were generated from an expressed sequence tag site, and conducted a genome-
wide association study of 13 strawberry fruit quality-related traits to reveal associated quantitative trait loci
(QTLs). Correlation coefficients among fruit color-related traits, such as fruit surface color (FSC), fruit
surface anthocyanin content (FSA), and fruit flesh anthocyanin content (FFA) were relatively higher, but FSC,
FSA, and FFA did not show any higher correlation with other traits. Fruit weight (FW), FSC, and fruit
firmness, including whole fruit firmness (WFF), fruit surface firmness (FSF), and fruit flesh firmness (FFF),
indicated higher year to year correlation coefficients than other fruit quality-related traits. Among FW, FSC,
and WFF, there were only two QTLs for FW, five for FSC, and 38 for WFF (the most) and they were detected
on all chromosomes. QTLs for some traits shared common flanking simple sequence repeat markers, and
allelic differences of one marker affected the variation of other traits. QTLs for fruit firmness were most
frequently detected, followed by those for SSC and titratable acidity (TA). Allelic differences in these QTLs
negatively affected FSC, the fruit surface anthocyanin content (FSA), and fruit flesh anthocyanin content
(FFA), implying that alleles which increase fruit firmness, SSC, and TA lighten fruit color. Similarly, QTLs for
FSC, FSA, and FFA mostly negatively affected FSF, FFF, SSC, and TA and did not affect WFF. This indicated
that simultaneous improvement in fruit firmness, SSC, and TA is possible with many markers, but improving
fruit firmness and deepening fruit color are highly challenging.
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Introduction
Cultivated strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch.)

is an important fruit species both in Japan and world‐
wide. This alloploid species has a highly heterozygous
octoploid genome (2n = 8x = 56) (Darrow, 1966), and
genome structure; the AAA′A′BBB′B′ model, proposed
by Bringhurst (1990) has been supported until recently,
and disomic inheritance of cultivated strawberry was
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also validated by recent molecular approaches
(Kunihisa et al., 2005; Rousseau-Gueutin et al., 2008;
Honjo et al., 2013; Isobe et al., 2013). Furthermore,
Edger et al. (2019) conducted a comprehensive analysis
of genome structure using new generation sequencing
technology and revealed that cultivated strawberry orig‐
inated from four distinct ancestors, F. vesca, F. iinumae,
F. nipponica, and F. viridis. Complexities in the culti‐
vated strawberry genome have prevented researchers
from detecting quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for impor‐
tant agronomic traits and developing DNA markers
closely linked to these traits (Husaini and Neri, 2016).

Before the F. × ananassa genome was analyzed,
Shulaev et al. (2011) sequenced the genome of a wild
diploid relative of cultivated strawberry, Fragaria vesca
‘Hawaii 4’. Additionally, microsatellite linkage maps
were independently developed (Sargent et al., 2012;
Isobe et al., 2013). Furthermore, Hirakawa et al. (2014)
revealed the F. × ananassa subgenomic structure in a
comparison with other Fragaria species. Bassil et al.
(2015) developed a 90K single nucleotide polymor‐
phism (SNP) array for high-throughput genotyping of
cultivated strawberry and using this array, Sargent et al.
(2016) constructed a linkage map for cultivated straw‐
berry. Recently, Edger et al. (2019) performed
chromosome-scale assembly and annotation of the
‘Camarosa’ cultivar genome, revealing that the total
genome length was around 805 million bp and that cul‐
tivated strawberry was derived from four different wild
strawberries. These previous genome sequence and
marker studies generated useful information regarding
wild strawberry genetics, with implications for the
breeding of cultivated strawberry.

The above-mentioned genome resources, combined
with phenotype information, provide considerable in‐
formation about the genetic regions controlling straw‐
berry fruit quality-related traits. Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al.
(2011) completed a QTL analysis of 17 agronomic and
fruit quality-related traits using an F1 population de‐
rived from an intra-specific cross between two contrast‐
ing selection lines, ‘232’ and ‘1392’, and detected 33
QTLs for 14 traits. Lerceteau-Köhler et al. (2012) iden‐
tified many QTLs for 19 fruit-related traits using 213
full-sibling F1 progenies from a cross between the vari‐
ety ‘Capitola’ and the genotype ‘CF1116’. Castro and
Lewers (2016) developed an F1 population derived
from the ‘Delmarvel’ × ‘Selva’ cross, and mapped sev‐
eral QTLs for fruit quality-related traits and flowering
time. These QTLs are useful for the marker-assisted
breeding of cultivated strawberry. However, the effec‐
tiveness of QTLs detected using populations from bi-
parental crosses is limited because these QTLs reflect
the genetic variation between the relevant parent lines,
so the application of QTLs should be further evaluated.
A genome-wide association study (GWAS) can address
this issue. A GWAS is usually completed with general
varieties or a population derived from a multi-parent

advanced generation inter-cross (MAGIC) to cover
wider genetic variation than that of a bi-parental cross.
A GWAS requires more DNA markers than a conven‐
tional QTL analysis because a low DNA marker density
may lead to the detection of false- positive QTLs. How‐
ever, recent advances in the analysis of plant genomes
has enabled the development of DNA markers for high-
resolution genomic studies. In the family Rosaceae,
apple and peach have been frequently analyzed using
GWAS (Micheletti et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2016;
Kunihisa et al., 2016; Urrestarazu et al., 2017). In
strawberry, Gezan et al. (2017) validated the effective‐
ness of the genomic selection of cultivated strawberry.
Pincot et al. (2018) completed a GWAS of strawberry
traits in terms of resistance to Fusarium wilt. However,
QTLs for fruit quality-related traits in strawberry have
not been reported.

We herein developed a strawberry MAGIC popula‐
tion derived from six founder parental lines (‘Fukuoka
S6’, ‘Kaorino’, ‘Sachinoka’, ‘06A-184’, ‘Beni hoppe’,
and ‘Ookimi’) (Wada et al., 2017). Analysis of this
MAGIC population indicated that among six fruit
quality-related traits, fruit surface color (FSC) had the
highest correlation coefficient between two consecutive
years, followed by whole fruit firmness (WFF). These
observations implied that genetic factors strongly affect
the differences in FSC and WFF among strawberry cul‐
tivars.

The objectives of this study were to complete a
GWAS of strawberry fruit quality-related traits using a
MAGIC population, and to reveal the genetic regions
for FSC, WFF, and other fruit quality-related traits, in‐
cluding days to flowering (DTF), fruit weight (FW),
fruit surface anthocyanin content (FSA), fruit flesh an‐
thocyanin content (FFA), fruit surface firmness (FSF),
fruit flesh firmness (FFF), soluble solids content (SSC),
titratable acidity (TA), sucrose content (SC), glucose
content (GC), and fructose content (FC).

Materials and Methods
Plant materials

The MAGIC population analyzed in this study was
derived from the following six strawberry (F. × 
ananassa) cultivars: ‘Fukuoka S6’, ‘Kaorino’,
‘Sachinoka’, ‘06A-184’, ‘Beni hoppe’, and ‘Ookimi’.
This population comprised second generation inter-
cross (IC2) populations, and consisted of 338 individual
plants. Details regarding the development of this
MAGIC population and its major fruit quality-related
traits have been reported previously (Wada et al., 2017).
Taking into account population structure, F1 and IC1
plants were selected and crossed by firstly prioritizing
rare allele frequencies and secondly the genetic diversi‐
ty of each simple sequence repeat (SSR) marker accord‐
ing to their heterozygote values (Isobe et al., 2013).
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Genotyping of the MAGIC population
Genotyping of the MAGIC population was complet‐

ed using genome-wide expressed sequence tag (EST)
and SSR markers (Isobe et al., 2013). We used a set of
336 EST–SSR markers (total allele number: 1,343),
which were confirmed to be polymorphic among first
generation inter-cross populations. The average marker
density was 48 markers per F. vesca chromosome. The
extraction of genomic DNA, as well as PCR and frag‐
ment analyses, were completed as previously described
(Wada et al., 2017). Polymorphisms were confirmed
using Gene Marker software (Softgenetics LLC, State
College, PA, USA) based on the presence (+) or ab‐
sence (−) of the relevant peak. SSR markers are usually
used as co-dominant markers, but cultivated strawberry
has an octoploid genome. Therefore, most of the SSR
markers in this study generated multiple peaks, and it
was almost impossible to detect allelic relationships
among all peaks. Furthermore, it was impossible to
determine whether a peak corresponded to a single
chromosome locus or multiple chromosome loci.
Accordingly, all SSR markers were considered to be
dominant markers. Taking into account the correspond‐
ing locus of homoeologous chromosomes, the lowest
minor allele frequency was assumed to be 1/48. As a
result, SSR markers with segregation ratios in the
MAGIC population of less than 1/48 were excluded
from the subsequent GWAS.

Evaluation of MAGIC population traits
Traits related to fruit quality (Days to flowering

(DTF), Fruit weight (FW), Fruit surface color (FSC),
Fruit surface anthocyanin (FSA), Fruit flesh antho‐
cyanin (FFA), Whole fruit firmness (WFF), Fruit sur‐
face firmness (FSF), Fruit flesh firmness (FFF), Soluble
solid content (SSC), Titratable acidity (TA), Sucrose
content (SC), Glucose content (GC), and Fructose con‐
tent (FC)) were evaluated for individual plants from
crossed seeds and propagated clones of the MAGIC
population from the 2013–2014 season (hereafter desig‐
nated 2013) to the 2017–2018 season (hereafter desig‐
nated 2017). The crossed seeds of the IC2 generation
were sown on May 27, 2013 in nursery soil for veg‐
etable seeds (Takii & Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). The re‐
sulting plants were transferred to nursery pots (9 cm
diameter) containing strawberry nursery soil (Seishin
Industry, Fukuoka, Japan), and incubated in a nursery.
In the other seasons, cloned seedlings derived from the
IC2 plants of the 2013 season underwent trait evalua‐
tions. All subsequent cultivation was performed in a
greenhouse. Transplanting dates and evaluated traits for
each year are listed in Table S1. Among the examined
traits, DTF, FW, and FSC were evaluated for five years,
WFF, FSA, FFA, FSF, FFF, SSC, and TA were evaluat‐
ed for three years, and SC, GC, and FC were evaluated
only in 2013. All experiments were performed with one
replication in each year.

Prior to transplantation, basal fertilizer was applied
(5:3.8:1.9 g·m−2; N:P2O5:K2O). Additional fertilizer
was applied approximately 30 days after transplantation
(10:11.8:11.3 g·m−2; N:P2O5:K2O). Plants were watered
and weed growth was controlled as necessary. Addi‐
tionally, plants were not exposed to artificial lighting.
Anthesis was considered to have occurred when the
first flower bloomed on the primary branch. Fruit
quality-related traits were assessed using fruits harvest‐
ed from the primary branch when plants reached matu‐
rity. However, the first fruit on the primary branch was
excluded because it tended to develop an abnormal
shape due to nutritional imbalance. Therefore, five
fruits (second to sixth fruits) from the primary branch
were analyzed in term of FW and FPC. Three fruits
(second, third, and fourth fruits) were assessed for
WFF, FSF, FFF, SSC, TA, SC, GC, and FC, and two
fruits (fifth and sixth fruits) were evaluated for FSA and
FFA. FW, FSC, WFF, FSF, FFF, SSC, TA, FSA, and
FFA were analyzed as previously described (Wada
et al., 2017). Because FSC was calculated by L* (light‐
ness) multiplied by b* (blue–yellow color component)
and divided by a* (green–red color component), lower
FSC values were correlated with a deeper red color. SC,
GC, and FC were determined using 2 mL strawberry
fruit juice that was diluted to 10 mL with ethanol and
stored at −80°C before undergoing high-performance
liquid chromatography with a JASCO LC-2000Plus
system (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) and the following con‐
ditions: pump, PU-2080; column, Shodex Asahipak
NH2P-50 4E (Showadenko K. K., Tokyo, Japan); col‐
umn temperature, 40°C; mobile phase, 75% acetoni‐
trile; flow rate, 1.0 mL·min−1; sample injection volume,
20 μL; detector, RI-2031. The resulting fraction peaks
for sucrose, glucose, and fructose were converted to
sugar contents with the ChromNAV program (JASCO).

Correlation of fruit quality-related traits
Inter-year correlation coefficients of 10 fruit quality-

related traits, except for SC, GC, and FC, were calculat‐
ed. Furthermore, average trait values throughout the
experimental years for the above-mentioned 10 traits
were calculated and correlation coefficients among
eight traits, DTF, DW, FSC, WFF, FSA, FFA, SSC, and
TA, were evaluated in order to evaluate the relationship
among fruit quality-related traits.

Genome-wide association study of fruit quality-related
traits

A GWAS of fruit quality-related traits was conducted
using the general linear model (GLM) of the TASSEL 5
program (https://www.maizegenetics.net). Before the
association study, principle component analysis (PCA),
which was implemented in TASSEL, was performed to
evaluate the population structure of our MAGIC popu‐
lation. Then, GWAS was conducted separately with and
without correction for population structure, and the two
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results were compared. Loci for which the −log10P
value exceeded the threshold level of the Bonferroni
multiple correction test (i.e., 4.429 and 5.128 at 5% and
1% levels, respectively) were selected using average
trait values for all experimental years and individual
trait values in each year separately. When −log10P
values of the SSR markers were significant in GWAS
using average trait values, we assumed that QTLs were
present nearby the relevant marker loci. However, be‐
cause SC, GC, and FC were only analyzed in 2013, the
associated QTLs were adopted when the corresponding
loci only exceeded the threshold level in 2013. QTLs
were named and numbered based on the combination of
trait name abbreviations and the order of corresponding
marker positions of the Fragaria vesca genome v2.0.a1
(Tennessen et al., 2014). Additionally, we performed
cluster analysis using genotype data of the MAGIC
population and assumed that multiple markers, which
shared approximately the same cluster and showed sim‐
ilar segregation patterns, were common flanking mark‐
ers of QTLs.

Analyzing allelic effects of significant QTLs for fruit
quality-related traits, and selection of candidate SSR
markers for marker-assisted breeding of strawberry
fruit quality-related traits

To analyze the allelic effects of each significant
locus, we divided the MAGIC population into two
groups based on the presence (+) or absence (−) of an
allele (hereafter designated allele groups) at each locus.
Based on the comparison of mean values of each allele
group, positive alleles were detected to improve the rel‐
evant trait. Candidate SSR markers flanking QTLs for
multiple traits were selected for marker assisted-
breeding of strawberry fruit quality-related traits. After
selection, selection effects were evaluated using the fol‐
lowing equation:

ΔD = Mean(−) − Mean(+) 

In this equation, Mean(+) and Mean(−) refer to the mean

trait values for all lines with and without alleles for the
relevant marker peak, respectively. Additionally, ΔD
represents the allelic effect associated with the relevant
marker peak. The significance of allelic effects was as‐
sessed by a t-test implemented with R software (version
3.4.0) (R core team 2016). Threshold −log10P values
were 1.3 and 2.0 at 5% and 1% levels, respectively. To
characterize the selection effect, cluster analysis (Ward
method) was performed using ΔD as explanatory val‐
ues.

Results
Correlation of strawberry fruit quality-related traits

Before GWAS, we evaluated Pearson’s correlation
coefficients of 10 measured fruit quality-related traits
for the experimental years (Table 1). Among 10 traits,
FW, FSC, WFF, FSF, FFF, and FSA showed relatively
higher correlations, while the correlation coefficient of
DTF was the lowest. Other traits such as SSC, TA, and
FFA indicated moderate correlations. Correlations
among eight traits (DTF, FW, FSC, WFF, SSC, TA,
FSA, and FFA) are shown in Figure 1. Fruit color-
related traits (FSC, FSA, FFA) were correlated with
each other, but did not show any higher correlation with

Table 1. Inter-year correlation coefficients of fruit quality-related
traits using the strawberry MAGIC population in multiple
years.

Trait name Correlation coefficients

Fruit weight 0.51–0.62
Fruit surface color 0.57–0.66
Whole fruit firmness 0.51–0.62
Days to flowering 0.16–0.36
Fruit surface firmness 0.51–0.64
Fruit flesh firmness 0.37–0.63
Soluble solid content 0.29–0.43
Titratable acidity 0.22–0.53
Fruit surface anthocyanin 0.43–0.59
Fruit flesh anthocyanin 0.27–0.40

Table 1.  Inter-year correlation coefficients of fruit quality-related traits using the strawberry MAGIC population in multiple years.

2013 2014

Fig. 1. Correlation coefficients among eight kinds of fruit quality-related traits of the MAGIC population in 2013 and 2014.
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other traits (DTF, FW, WFF, SSC, TA), while DTF, FW,
WFF, SSC, TA were correlated with each other.

Comparison of QTLs detected by GWAS with and with‐
out correction of population structure, which was eval‐
uated with PCA

Genotyping with 336 EST–SSR markers detected
1,343 polymorphic loci. Fundamental statistics for the
examined traits are listed in Table S2. We focused on
fruit quality-related traits for the MAGIC population
using available genotypes and phenotypes, and per‐
formed GWAS using GLM with and without correction
for population structure (Table 2). The number of QTLs
for FSF was the highest among 13 fruit quality-related
traits, and that for WFF was the second highest. QTLs
for GC and FC were not detected. Comparisons of
GWAS with and without correction of population struc‐
ture revealed that almost all significant markers were
common, and QTLs for FW, FFF, SSC, TA, FSA, and
FFA of both analyses were identical. Therefore, QTLs
with correction of population structure were listed in
the following section.

QTLs for fruit quality-related traits
Totally, 165 QTLs for fruit quality-related traits were

detected using a MAGIC population.
We detected only two QTLs for FW as shown in

Table 3. Five QTLs for FSC were detected (Table 4),
and 38 QTLs for WFF (Table 5). Similarly, 48 QTLs
for FSF were detected (Table S4), but only 13 QTLs for
FFF (Table S5). Common flanking markers were detect‐

ed in WFF and FSF (e.g. FVES1692_279,
FAES0454_405, FVES0175_210, FVES0662_537, and
FVES0962_156). Additionally, 21 QTLs were detected
for DTF (Table S3), nine for SSC (Table S6), eight for
TA (Table S7), 12 for FSA (Table S8), and five for FFA
(Table S9). Among individual sugar contents (SC, GC,

Table 2. Comparison of QTLs detected by GWAS with and without
correction of population structure evaluated with PCA.

No. Trait

Number of significant markers 
in GWAS

Population structure Common 
markers+z −z

1 Fruit weight 3 3 3
2 Fruit surface color 6 7 5
3 Whole fruit firmness 57 58 55
4 Days to flowering 29 30 28
5 Fruit surface firmness 73 75 72

6 Fruit flesh firmness 21 21 21
7 Soluble solid content 12 12 12
8 Titratable acidity 8 8 8
9 Fruit surface anthocyanin 17 17 17
10 Fruit flesh anthocyanin 7 7 7

11 Sucrose content 4 2 2
12 Glucose content 0 0 0
13 Fructose content 0 0 0

Total 237 240 230
z ‘+’ and ‘−’ signs indicate GWAS with and without correction of pop-
ulation structure, respectively.

Table 2.  Comparison of QTLs detected by GWAS with and without correction of population structure evaluated with PCA.

Table 3. QTLs for fruit weight detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.

QTLz Markery
−log10Px

Avg. 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

qFW1 FVES2914_352 5.10 2.77 3.02 2.76 2.41 4.06

qFW2
FVES0181_225 4.83 2.76 3.58 2.38 2.19 3.78
FVES3769_299 5.67 3.19 5.30 1.94 3.05 3.66

z Markers with P values exceeding the GWAS threshold level using average trait values are listed based on the assumption that there were QTLs in 
the vicinity of relevant markers.

y The last number of the marker name shows the size of the PCR amplicon (bp).
x Avg. implies the −logP value of the relevant SSR marker based on GWAS using average trait values from 2013 to 2017.

Table 3.  QTLs for fruit weight detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.

Table 4. QTLs for fruit surface color detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.

QTLz Markery
−log10Px

Avg. 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

qFSC1 FVES0319_227 4.91 1.70 5.32 3.20 2.92 3.51

qFSC2 FVES3027_411 5.35 2.73 3.91 2.56 3.81 4.92

qFSC3
FVES3528_202 6.80 5.82 6.49 1.35 5.56 4.16
FVES0380_305 6.70 5.84 6.78 2.51 5.64 2.78

qFSC4 FVES3528_205 5.05 4.12 4.56 1.85 2.86 3.60

qFSC5 FVES1687_184 6.12 4.59 3.98 3.62 3.58 3.91

Superscript letters are the same as for Table 3.

Table 4.  QTLs for fruit surface color detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.
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Table 5. QTLs for whole fruit firmness detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.

QTLz Markery −log10Px

Avg. 2013 2014 2017

qWFF1
FVES1692_279 7.61 4.46 6.72 3.58
FAES0454_405 7.27 4.37 6.44 3.25

qWFF2
FVES0175_210 7.39 3.65 7.02 3.79
FVES0662_537 7.12 2.86 7.08 4.03
FVES0962_156 8.45 4.24 8.22 4.19

qWFF3
FVES1286_313 8.68 5.73 7.70 3.93
FVES3100_224 7.18 5.26 5.95 3.00
FAES0352_405 5.03 5.39 4.27 1.79

qWFF4 FVES0849_301 6.46 8.76 3.59 1.47
qWFF5 FVES0392_131 6.18 3.18 4.15 5.81
qWFF6 FAES0071_143 4.95 6.22 3.13 0.71

qWFF7
FVES0795_236 5.96 5.60 4.06 3.39
FVES0048_212 7.34 6.45 5.60 3.66

qWFF8 FVES0646_186 5.28 3.24 4.92 3.33

qWFF9
FVES2110_232 5.43 5.23 3.63 1.96
FAES0202_187 5.39 5.17 3.62 1.89

qWFF10 FAES0202_178 7.15 4.52 5.45 4.41

qWFF11
FVES1230_170 5.07 4.73 4.15 1.00
FVES0100_207 4.92 4.10 4.07 1.24

qWFF12
FAES0065_321 5.07 5.39 3.24 1.90
FVES0224_146 4.49 4.89 3.01 1.49

qWFF13 FVES2592_397 4.45 3.69 3.51 2.87

qWFF14
FVES1512_295 5.93 3.84 5.15 2.74
FVES0008_293 5.93 3.77 5.19 2.74

qWFF15 FVES0008_281 4.60 2.55 5.29 2.02
qWFF16 FVES1868_270 7.82 8.98 3.61 4.98
qWFF17 FVES0213_307 4.45 4.48 4.64 2.36

qWFF18
FVES0495_287 4.94 5.08 3.51 1.90
FVES0495_299 4.72 4.83 3.36 1.80

qWFF19 FVES1534_172 4.68 5.00 3.40 2.90
qWFF20 FAES0085_242 6.46 8.76 3.59 1.47
qWFF21 FVES0373_109 4.83 3.12 4.64 2.68
qWFF22 FVES0504_190 7.10 6.27 2.29 6.39

qWFF23

FVES0478_305 4.86 2.94 4.65 3.24
FAES0105_137 4.86 2.94 4.65 3.24
FVES0130_274 4.86 2.94 4.65 3.24
FVES2707_205 4.79 2.94 4.77 3.01

qWFF24
FVES1595_328 4.45 3.59 2.67 3.48
FVES2185_246 4.45 3.59 2.67 3.48

qWFF25
FVES0670_344 6.72 9.04 3.82 1.54
FVES0519_171 6.72 9.04 3.82 1.54

qWFF26 FVES0686_203 4.88 1.62 5.70 2.48
qWFF27 FVES1379_424 4.56 2.89 1.96 5.73
qWFF28 FVES0119_245 6.20 2.94 6.33 4.41

qWFF29
FVES3101_255 4.91 3.38 2.06 5.90
FVES1396_269 4.91 3.38 2.06 5.90
FVES0195_288 4.94 3.40 2.07 5.90

qWFF30 FVES3051_440 7.48 5.17 3.27 7.21
qWFF31 FVES0118_248 5.25 6.12 2.66 3.67
qWFF32 FVES0192_181 5.26 5.96 1.76 5.84
qWFF33 FVES3232_242 4.64 2.98 3.29 4.56
qWFF34 FAES0049_171 4.80 5.23 3.05 3.38
qWFF35 FVES0027_235 5.53 4.83 3.78 4.92
qWFF36 FVES1889_190 5.66 2.63 6.50 4.88

qWFF37
FVES3183_289 5.88 3.41 5.41 4.34
FVES0190_236 5.88 3.32 5.08 4.46

qWFF38 FVES0171_265 4.60 4.11 2.57 3.72

Superscript letters are the same as for Table 3.

Table 5.  QTLs for whole fruit firmness detected by GWAS using the strawberry MAGIC population.
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and FC), only four QTLs for SC were detected
(Table S10); no significant QTLs for GC and FC were
detected.

Allelic effect of QTLs for FW, FSC, and WFF
Focusing on the mean values of each allele group of

significant markers and genotypes of the six founder
parents, allelic effects of QTLs were evaluated. Flank‐
ing markers of QTLs for FW, FVES2914_352, and
FVES0181_225, showed that the presence of the mark‐
er peak was correlated with positive trait values of FW
(Table 6). On the other hand, five markers
(FVES0459_262, FVES3027_411, FVES3528_202,

FVES0380_305, and FVES1687_184) out of seven in‐
dicated that the absence of the marker peak was corre‐
lated with a deeper red color (Table 7). A similar
tendency was detected in WFF, where the absence of a
marker peak was seen in nine out of 10 markers, and
this was correlated with hardening fruit firmness (Table
8). Although the absence of a marker peak was correlat‐
ed with positive trait values in FVES1868_270, poly‐
morphic alleles were not detected among the six
founder parents.

Table 6. Allelic effect of QTLs for fruit weight.

Marker
FSCz Preferable 

allele
06A-184y

(27.8 g)
Fukuoka S6

(30.1 g)
Benihoppe

(26.8 g)
Kaorino
(17.4 g)

Ookimi
(26.5 g)

Sachinoka
(21.8 g)Allele_A Allele_P

FVES2914_352 19.1 21.9 P P P A A P P
FVES0181_225 19.1 21.9 P P P A A P P

z Numerical values in the Founder show the average FW of relevant parental cultivars. White characters on a gray background imply positive alleles 
for trait values. A and P represent absence and presence of relevant SSR marker peaks in fragment analysis, respectively.

y Numerical values indicate the average FW of MAGIC population plants that harbored relevant alleles.

Table 6.  Allelic effect of QTLs for fruit weight.

Table 7. Allelic effect of QTLs on fruit surface color.

Marker
FSCz Preferable 

allele
06A-184y

(22.2)
Fukuoka S6

(20.3)
Benihoppe

(25.1)
Kaorino
(29.1)

Ookimi
(31.6)

Sachinoka
(20.6)Allele_A Allele_P

FVES0319_227 26.0 22.7 P P P A A A A
FVES0459_262 24.6 26.5 A A P A P P A
FVES3027_411 23.5 26.2 A A P P P P P
FVES3528_202 23.5 26.4 A P A P P P P
FVES0380_305 23.8 26.4 A P A P P P P
FVES3528_205 26.5 24.5 P P P A A P P
FVES1687_184 24.6 26.8 A P A P P P A

z Numerical values in the Founder show the average FSC of relevant parental cultivars. White characters on a gray background imply positive alleles 
for trait values. A and P represent absence and presence of relevant SSR marker peaks in fragment analysis, respectively.

y Numerical values indicate the average FSC of MAGIC population plants that harbored relevant alleles.

Table 7.  Allelic effect of QTLs on fruit surface color.

Table 8. Allelic effect of QTLs for whole fruit firmness.

Marker
WFF (gF)z Preferable 

allele
06A-184y

(88 gF)
Fukuoka S6

(96 gF)
Benihoppe
(106 gF)

Kaorino
(87 gF)

Ookimi
(128 gF)

Sachinoka
(117 gF)Allele_A Allele_P

FVES1286_313 110 90 A P P A P P P
FVES0962_156 108 89 A P P A P P A
FVES1868_270 133 92 A P P P P P P
FVES1692_279 108 90 A P P A P P A
FVES3051_440 106 90 A P A P P A P
FVES3100_224 109 90 A P P A P P P
FVES0048_212 91 110 P A A A A P A
FAES0202_178 119 92 A P P A P P P
FVES0504_190 113 91 A P P P P A P
FVES0670_344 101 87 A A P P A A P

z Numerical values in the Founder show the average WFF of relevant parental cultivars. White characters on a gray background imply positive alleles 
for trait values. A and P represent absence and presence of relevant SSR marker peaks in fragment analysis, respectively.

y Numerical values indicate the average WFF of MAGIC population plants that harbored relevant alleles.

Table 8.  Allelic effect of QTLs for whole fruit firmness.
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Selection of candidate SSR markers for marker-assisted
breeding for strawberry fruit quality-related traits

Throughout GWAS for strawberry fruit quality-
related traits, some markers were shared as flanking
markers for multiple QTLs (Table 9). FVES0048_212
was selected as a flanking marker of QTLs for WFF,
FSF, SSC, FSC, FSA, and FAA. The presence of an al‐
lele of this marker increased fruit firmness (WFF and
FSF), but lightened fruit color (FSC, FSA, and FFA).
A similar effect was detected in FVES0419_116,
FVES1125_286, FVES1692_324, and FVES1868_270,
although the differences in some traits were not signifi‐
cant by t-test. Allelic differences in FVES0380_305 and
FVES1687_184, which were detected as flanking mark‐
ers of QTLs for fruit color-related traits (FSC, FSA, and
FFA), did not affect fruit firmness-related traits (WFF,
FSF, and FFF), SSC, or TA. SSC and TA most frequent‐
ly shared significant markers, FVES0419_116,
FVES0171_265, FVES0987_191, FVES1125_286, and

FVES1868_270. Additionally, positive alleles to im‐
prove SSC and TA were also shared in those SSR mark‐
ers.

Based on the ΔD values of selected SSR markers list‐
ed in Table 9, cluster analysis was performed to charac‐
terize the allelic effect. Nine selected markers were
classified into two groups: Group 1 was composed of
four markers, FVES1125_286, FVES0987_191,
FVES0419_116, and FVES1868_270. Group 2 con‐
tained five markers, FVES1687_184, FVES0380_305,
FVES0048_212, FVES1692_324, and FVES0171_265
(Fig. 2). Based on the primer sequences of the nine se‐
lected markers, we searched the corresponding chromo‐
some regions of the Fragaria vesca genome v2.0.a1
and Fragaria × ananassa Camarosa genome v1.0 pseu‐
domolecules, and listed the results in Figure 2. The
primer sequences of SSR markers in Group 1 were de‐
rived from chromosomes 3, 5, and 6 of F. vesca, which
corresponded to Fvb3-1, 5-1, and 6-1 of F. × ananassa.

Table 9. SSR markers significantly detected in multiple fruit quality traits and the allelic effects on various fruit quality traits.

Groupz Marker Name DTFy

(days)
FW
(g)

WFF
(gF)

FSF
(gF)

FFF
(gF)

SSC
(%)

TA
(%)

FSC
(L*·b*/a*)

FSA
(μg·g−1FW)

FFA
(μg·g−1FW)

A
FVES0048_212

54.8 20.5  91  66 25 8.69 0.61 25.3 1491 125
P 50.6 21.5 110  84 26 9.52 0.63 27.6 1117  61
sig. NS NS *** *** NS *** NS *** *** ***

A
FVES0380_305

53.5 19.6  96  72 24 8.75 0.63 23.8 1595 160
P 54.3 21.2  93  68 25 8.84 0.61 26.4 1372  98
sig. NS * NS NS NS NS NS *** *** ***

A
FVES1687_184

55.5 19.8  92  68 24 8.72 0.62 24.6 1553 137
P 52.8 21.4  95  70 25 8.91 0.61 26.8 1321  95
sig. NS * NS NS NS NS NS *** *** ***

A
FVES0419_116

52.0 20.7  96  71 25 8.94 0.61 26.1 1364 100
P 61.3 20.5  88  64 24 8.45 0.63 24.6 1634 160
sig. *** NS * * NS ** * ** *** ***

A
FVES0171_265

55.7 21.2  89  64 25 8.54 0.59 25.5 1488 122
P 52.3 20.1 100  75 25 9.13 0.64 26.0 1361 107
sig. * NS *** *** NS *** *** NS * NS

A
FVES0987_191

54.3 20.0  95  69 26 9.17 0.64 26.3 1393 106
P 53.8 21.6  93  69 24 8.40 0.58 25.0 1470 125
sig. NS * NS NS ** *** *** ** NS NS

A
FVES1125_286

54.7 20.0  98  72 26 9.03 0.62 25.8 1447 116
P 52.8 22.0  87  64 22 8.41 0.59 25.7 1391 112
sig. NS ** *** ** *** *** ** NS NS NS

A
FVES1692_324

55.2 21.5  90  66 24 8.57 0.61 25.6 1467 121
P 52.0 19.2 102  76 26 9.31 0.63 26.1 1351 102
sig. NS *** *** *** * *** NS NS * NS

A
FVES1868_270

43.6 17.8 133 103 30 10.71 0.68 26.6 1203  91
P 54.5 20.8  92  68 25 8.75 0.61 25.7 1436 115
sig. * NS *** *** ** *** * NS NS NS

z Trait values of Group_A and Group_P indicate averages of MAGIC population plants in which relevant SSR marker peaks were absent and present, 
respectively. *, **, and *** in the row of ‘sig.’ imply that the difference in average values was significant at 5%, 1%, and 0.1% level, respectively, 
by t-test. ‘NS’ means not significant. Group numbers ‘1’ and ‘2’ should be referenced to Figure 2.

y Trait values and significance signals with gray backgrounds imply that QTLs were detected in the relevant trait through GWAS.

Table 9.  SSR markers significantly detected in multiple fruit quality traits and the allelic effects on various fruit quality traits.
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Those in Group 2 from chromosome 1, 2, and 7, of
F. vesca corresponded to Fvb1-4, 2-2, and 7-2 of F. × 
ananassa. Average ΔD values of the two groups are
shown in Figure 3. Focusing on Group 1, recessive al‐
leles tended to show a lower DTF, FW, FSA, and FFA,
and a higher WFF, FSF, FFF, SSC, TA, and FSC com‐
pared with the dominant allele. In Group 2, allelic dif‐
ferences were mainly observed in fruit color-related
traits (FSC, FSA, and FFA) and hardly affected any
other traits, but the tendency was symmetrical to Group
1 (Fig. 3).

Group 2

Group 1

Chr.3

Chr.6

Chr.6

Chr.5

Chr.2

Chr.2

Chr.1

Chr.1

Chr.7

Fvb2-2

Fvb6-1

Fvb6-1

Fvb5-1

Fvb3-2

Fvb2-2

Fvb1-4

Fvb1-4

Fvb7-2

Fig. 2. Classification of selected markers by cluster analysis (Ward
method) based on the allelic effect for fruit quality trait values.
The numbers for ‘Chr.’ and ‘Fvb’ indicate the chromosome re‐
gions from which the relevant SSR markers were derived on
the Fragaria vesca genome v2.0.a1 and Camarosa genome v1.0
pseudomolecules, respectively.

Discussion
In this study, we performed a GWAS of 13 fruit

quality-related traits using a strawberry MAGIC popu‐
lation derived from six cultivars. Before conducting
GWAS, we evaluated correlations among fruit quality-
related traits, which revealed that fruit color-related
traits (FSC, FSA, and FFA) showed relatively higher
inter-year correlation and lower correlation with other
traits, such as DTF, FW, WFF, SSC, and TA. These
results strongly suggested that fruit color of cultivated
strawberry was not affected by the fluctuation of other
traits, and that it was controlled with genes independent
from those for other traits. Comparing the results of two
kinds of GWAS using GLM with and without correc‐
tion for population structure demonstrated that almost
all QTLs of both approaches were the same. This result
fully supported our previous study (Wada et al., 2017),
which indicated that our MAGIC population was an al‐
most even mosaic of six founder parents. GWAS taking
into account the population structure revealed a large
number of QTLs, including 21 QTLs for DTF, two for
FW, five for FSC, 38 for WFF, 47 for FSF, 13 for FFF,
nine for SSC, eight for TA, 12 for FSA, five for FFA,
and four for SC. QTLs for GC and FC were not detect‐
ed. Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al. (2011) previously conduct‐
ed a QTL analysis of 17 agronomic and fruit quality
traits and detected 33 QTLs for almost all traits
(Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al., 2011), while Lerceteau-
Köhler et al. (2012) detected as many as 87 QTLs for
19 fruit quality-related traits. Although we also identi‐
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FFF SSC TA FSC
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Group1 Group2 Group1 Group2
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Fig. 3. Average ΔD values of three marker groups based on the classification of selected markers by cluster analysis. ΔD, which indicates the
difference in mean trait values between plants with a ‘+’ allele and those with a ‘−’ allele of each marker, represents the allelic effect of the
relevant marker. Average ΔD values were mean values of all markers that belonged to each group. Plus values (pink) and minus values
(blue) of ΔD indicated that allele (−) and allele (+) increased the relevant trait values, respectively.
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fied many QTLs for various traits, most of them were
for fruit firmness (WFF, FSF, and FFF). In contrast, the
QTLs detected in the above-mentioned studies were
evenly distributed among all traits (Zorrilla-Fontanesi
et al., 2011; Lerceteau-Köhler et al., 2012). Our study
differed from the previous ones in terms of the experi‐
mental sample size. Specifically, the genetic and pheno‐
typic variations may have been greater in our MAGIC
population derived from six cultivars than in the bi-
parental populations examined in earlier studies (Huang
et al., 2015). Therefore, there may be greater genetic
variations for strawberry fruit color and fruit firmness
than for the other traits. Future investigations are need‐
ed to confirm this possibility.

QTLs for fruit weight, fruit color-related traits, and
fruit firmness-related traits

Although FW showed relatively higher correlations
among fruit quality-related traits over multiple years in
our study, QTLs for FW were detected at only two loca‐
tions. Lerceteau-Köhler et al. (2012) revealed that FW
had a relatively higher correlation than other fruit quali‐
ty traits, as indicated in this study. Zorrilla-Fontanesi
et al. (2011) mapped only one QTL for FW in the vicin‐
ity of the DNA marker ChFaM206-216h in two con‐
secutive years, while Verma et al. (2017) also only
detected one QTL for fruit weight. Higher inter-year
correlation and fewer QTLs for FW, which were re‐
vealed by previous studies and the current study, sug‐
gested that many minor QTLs with relatively small
effects contribute to variations in strawberry fruit
weight.

Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al. (2011) mapped QTLs for an‐
thocyanin pigmentation and FSC to common regions in
the strawberry genome. Lerceteau-Köhler et al. (2012)
also detected common QTLs for both traits. Similarly,
we identified five QTLs for FSC, 12 for FSA, and five
for FFA. qFSC5 and qFSA6 shared a flanking marker,
FVES1687_184 Additionally, qFSC3 and qFFA2 shared
the flanking markers FVES3528_202 and
FVES0380_305. Strawberry pigmentation in the fruit
pericarp and flesh is mainly caused by accumulation of
the anthocyanin pelargonidin 3-glucoside (Lukton et al.,
1955; Yoshida et al., 2002; Yoshida and Tamura, 2005;
da Silva et al., 2007). Yoshida and Tamura (2005) ob‐
served similar anthocyanin compositions in the pericarp
and flesh, which differed from that in the achene. In
studies by Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al. (2011) and
Lerceteau-Köhler et al. (2012), anthocyanins were ex‐
tracted from whole fruits so QTL differences were un‐
clear for FSA and FFA. In contrast, a novel finding of
our study is that the genetic regions controlling FSA
and FFA differed slightly. It is unclear why our results
differed from the previous study (Yoshida and Tamura,
2005), although there were differences in the cultivars
analyzed between the two studies, with only one culti‐
var (‘Sachinoka’) included in both investigations. Vari‐

etal differences may have been responsible for the
inconsistency in the findings.

The transcription factor FaMYB10 helps regulate the
flavonoid/phenylpropanoid pathway and is responsible
for fruit pigmentation (Medina-Puche et al., 2014). As
well as MYB10, abscisic acid (ABA) is responsible for
the accumulation of anthocyanins in ripening straw‐
berry fruits (Jia et al., 2011). The expressions of antho‐
cyanin biosynthesis genes were analyzed, and this
revealed that ABA upregulates FaMYB10 expression,
resulting in anthocyanin accumulation via the enhanced
expression of flavonoid pathway genes (Kadomura-
Ishikawa, 2015). Additional studies will be necessary to
characterize the relationships among QTLs detected in
this study, ABA signal pathway genes, and anthocyanin
biosynthesis-related genes such as MYB10.

Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al. (2011) mapped QTLs for
fruit firmness in only one year of a 3-year study, while
no QTLs for fruit firmness were detected in the study
by Verma et al. (2017). Unlike these previous studies,
we identified many QTLs for fruit firmness on all chro‐
mosomes. Furthermore, WFF was divided into two
components, namely FSF and FFF. We attempted to
separately detect QTLs for these three traits. As shown
in Table 5 and Supplementary Tables 4 and 5, 38 QTLs
for WFF, 47 for FSF, and 13 for FFF were detected.
Most of the QTLs for these three traits shared common
flanking markers, implying that common genetic re‐
gions affect FSF and FFF simultaneously, and also
affect WFF. However, some QTLs were detected
for only one trait. For example, FVES1125_286,
FVES0191_216, and FVES1848_305, which were
flanking markers of qFFF10, were not shared by WFF
and FSF. This suggested that some genetic regions only
affect the accumulation of fruit flesh, not FSF.

Monma et al. (1977) reported that FSF and FFF were
not highly correlated (r = +0.479) among 70 strawberry
cultivars. These observations indicate that some genetic
regions separately control FSF and FFF, while others
simultaneously influence both traits. Costa et al. (2010)
used an F1 population to map the Md-PG1 locus near a
detected QTL for apple fruit firmness. PG1 (polygalac‐
turonase 1) helps degrade the plant cell wall, suggesting
that differences in PG1 alleles affect apple, as well as
strawberry, fruit firmness. Gene expression analyses of
ripening fruits are required for a comprehensive investi‐
gation of the relationship between QTLs for fruit firm‐
ness and cell wall-degrading enzymes.

In future studies, the allelic effect of each QTL must
be taken into account. As we indicated in Tables 8, 9,
and 10, allele (−) (absence of an SSR signal peak) was
strongly related to the deepening red color of the fruit
surface and firmer fruit. This provided further evidence
that loss of function of certain genes may be involved
in improving trait values. The expression of MYB10
and anthocyanin content were positively correlated
(Kadomura-Ishikawa, 2015), but our results suggest
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that other gene(s) restrict the accumulation of antho‐
cyanin or the softening of fruits.

QTLs for days to flowering, soluble solids content,
titratable acidity, fruit surface anthocyanin, fruit flesh
anthocyanin, sucrose content, glucose content, and
fructose content

Although other traits showed a relatively lower cor‐
relation than FW, WFF, FSF, FFF, and FSC, many
QTLs for these traits were detected. Twenty-one QTLs
were detected for DTF, but the −log10P value of each
year was quite low (0–2) except for 2013, and the cor‐
relation coefficient was the lowest (r = 0.16–0.36)
among fruit quality-related DTF traits (Table 1). Re‐
garding the QTLs for DTF, those associated with day-
neutral DTF were fully analyzed (Sugimoto et al., 2005;
Weebadde et al., 2008; Castro and Lewers, 2016; Honjo
et al., 2016). Recently, Verma et al. (2017) detected a
stable QTL for DTF on linkage group 4A using 23 F1
families, but this region was close to the ever-bearing
gene because their materials were mixed with ever-
bearing cultivars and a June-bearing one. In contrast, all
six cultivars used in our study were June-bearing culti‐
vars, so the QTLs obtained here are novel ones for dis‐
tinguishing the earliness of June-bearing cultivars.

The SSC of strawberry fruit can be expressed as a
Brix value and is used as a simplified indicator of sugar
content. Ogiwara et al. (1998) determined that sucrose,
glucose, and fructose are the major sugars in strawberry
fruits, and that there are clear varietal differences in SC,
GC, and FC. They also reported that SC, GC, and FC
were the same in ‘Reikou’ and ‘Nyoho’, whereas the
SC was lower than the GC and FC in ‘Hokowase’ and
‘Toyonoka’, implying that varietal differences exist in
terms of strawberry sugar composition. Zorrilla-
Fontanesi et al. (2011) detected one common QTL for
SSC over two years, and Castro and Lewers (2016) also
mapped one common QTL. We detected nine QTLs for
SSC, of which qSSC8 corresponded to the QTL for SC,
qSC2. Lerceteau-Köhler et al. (2012) detected QTLs for
SSC, SC, GC, and FC, but their chromosomal locations
differed. qSSC8 and qSC2, which we detected in the
MAGIC population, are promising candidate regions
controlling the SC of strawberry fruit. Sone et al.
(2002) revealed that SC was the highest sugar compo‐
nent of strawberry fruits, and that Japanese strawberry
cultivars contained a higher SC than American culti‐
vars, while SC varietal differences were wider among
Japanese cultivars than American cultivars. However,
we found that SC differences among the MAGIC popu‐
lation were moderate among the three sugar compo‐
nents, with GC showing wider trait variations than SC.
Further study is necessary to analyze variations in sugar
component compositions and the function of these
QTLs.

TA is one of the important components affecting the
taste of strawberry fruits. Zorrilla-Fontanesi et al.

(2011) detected QTLs for TA over three consecutive
years, while Verma et al. (2017) mapped a QTL for TA
on chromosome 2A in only one year of a 2-year experi‐
ment. Out of eight QTLs detected for TA in our study,
seven were detected in 2013 and/or 2014. Specific cli‐
mate conditions in 2017 may therefore have affected
the variation in TA. Focusing on the relationship of
QTLs for SSC with those of TA, qSSC8 was found to
share the flanking marker FVES0171_265 with qTA8.
As indicated in Table 9, the allele increasing trait values
of SSC and TA was common (allele ‘+’).
FVES0171_265, FVES0987_191, FVES1125_286, and
FVES1868_270 all showed common effects for differ‐
ences in trait values.

Multiple effect of QTLs on fruit quality-related traits
Interactions across multiple traits are also of interest

to crop breeders. Since trait values of some traits were
correlated with each other as shown in Figure 1, the se‐
lection of a specific allele of a certain marker can affect
the variation in other traits (Table 9). Moreover, as de‐
picted in Figure 3, a positive allele for fruit firmness
could simultaneously improve SSC and TA in Group 1,
but it could also lighten the fruit color and reduce the
anthocyanin content. On the other hand, in Group 2, a
positive allele for fruit color, which can deepen fruit
redness, could negatively affect fruit firmness, SSC,
and TA (FVES0048_212), or hardly affected these traits
(FVES0380_305 and FVES1687_184). Estimated
marker positions in Group 1 and Group 2 were different
from each other based on the genome sequence of not
only F. vesca, but also F. × ananassa. These results
strongly suggest that improvements in fruit firmness
(WFF, FSF, and FFF), SSC, and TA could be relatively
easy by marker-assisted selection (MAS), but that im‐
provements in fruit firmness and fruit color would be
quite difficult by MAS. Therefore, to deepen fruit color,
the selection of markers that only affect fruit color
is extremely important. According to Table 9,
FVES0380_305 and FVES1687_184 are candidate SSR
markers for modifying fruit color without affecting
other fruit quality-related traits. Since fragment analysis
was workable with at most four kinds of SSR markers,
the deliberate combination of the most important SSR
markers could lead to efficient MAS in strawberry
breeding.

Advantages of a MAGIC population
Using MAGIC populations for genetic analysis to as‐

sess which genes are responsible for agronomic traits
has some advantages compared with conventional QTL
analysis. Rakshit et al. (2012) compared the map of a
MAGIC population with that of a linkage map derived
from a bi-parental cross population, and revealed that
marker density was higher in the map of the MAGIC
population than in that of the bi-parental population.
This merit was also validated in wheat (Huang et al.,
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2012), rice (Bandillo et al., 2013), and tomato (Pascual
et al., 2015), and could be attributed to an increasing
number of alleles at the same locus because more than
four founder parental lines were used to generate
MAGIC populations. One of the other advantages of
using a MAGIC population is increasing genetic diver‐
sity. Huang et al. (2018) generated a cotton MAGIC
population using eight founder parental lines and com‐
pared genetic and phenotypic diversity among founder
parental lines with that among the descendant MAGIC
population. They found that both genetic and phenotyp‐
ic diversity among the MAGIC population was greater
than that among founder parental lines on almost all
chromosomes. This larger genetic and phenotypic
diversity could lead to efficient discovery of trait-
responsible QTLs. Furthermore, Bandillo et al. (2013)
generated a rice MAGIC population comprised of eight
founder lines, and validated the effect of QTLs for mul‐
tiple traits, such as resistance to biotic stress (blast and
bacterial blight), resistance to abiotic stress (salt stress
and submergence), and grain quality (grain length,
grain width, amylose content, and gelatinization tem‐
perature) using only one MAGIC population. However,
for conventional QTL analysis, we have to prepare dif‐
ferent bi-parental populations to detect QTLs for differ‐
ent agronomic traits. In terms of efficiency, using
MAGIC populations is a cost-effective way to do genet‐
ic analysis. Since we also successfully detected many
QTLs for 13 kinds of fruit quality traits of cultivated
strawberry, the advantages of MAGIC populations dis‐
cussed in those previous studies were also validated in
this study.

Further improvements in genotyping
In this study, genotyping was conducted with EST–

SSR markers that were developed by Isobe et al.
(2013). The advantages of SSR markers include the fact
that multiple markers can be used in one PCR set and
that multi-locus genotyping is possible. However, for
the genotyping of a MAGIC population, a marker peak
may be derived from more than one locus, and confirm‐
ing allelic relationships among different peaks is chal‐
lenging. These complexities make it difficult to map the
relevant marker peak to a specific cultivated strawberry
sub-genome, and to compare the exact location of
QTLs detected in this study with previous studies. In
this study, we adapted only GLM (general linear model)
to detect QTLs for fruit quality-related traits, and did
not use MLM (mixed linear model) methods (Yu et al.,
2006) for GWAS. Since GWAS with MLM could detect
QTLs while taking into account population structure, it
has been thought more useful than that with GLM (Yu
et al., 2006). However, we previously demonstrated that
our MAGIC population was almost an even mosaic of
eight founder parental lines with principle component
analysis (Wada et al., 2017), and the population struc‐
ture did not have to be under consideration for sub‐

sequent GWAS. Therefore, we adapted only GLM for
GWAS in this study.

Bassil et al. (2015) developed a novel genotyping
system (i.e., the IStraw90 Axiom® SNP array), and
Nagano et al. (2017) performed genotyping of an S1
population derived from the self-pollination of a
Japanese strawberry cultivar, ‘Reikou’ with this SNP
array. The resulting linkage map included 11,002 SNPs
and 572 SSR loci. The marker density was much higher
for SNPs than for SSRs, and the locus of each SNP was
confirmed. Therefore, applying this array could in‐
crease the accuracy of a GWAS in which our MAGIC
population is genotyped. Hirakawa et al. (2014) un‐
veiled a draft sequence of the cultivated strawberry
genome, and recently Edger et al. (2019) reported its
chromosome scale assembly. Combining these genome
resources could provide the basis for further GWAS and
a GS approach for strawberry.

In conclusion, we herein conducted a GWAS using a
MAGIC population derived from six cultivars. This en‐
abled us to detect 166 QTLs, of which most were for
fruit firmness. The DNA markers in the vicinity of
these QTLs may be useful for accelerating strawberry
breeding. Furthermore, fine-mapping of the genes asso‐
ciated with the detected QTLs will be necessary for a
comprehensive analysis of QTL functions.
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